LAW SCHOOLS:

THE REAL EMPLOYMENT NUMBERS
FOR THE LAW CLASS OF 2012
By Jason M. Dolin
Woody Allen opened his 1970’s classic Annie Hall by
speaking to the camera and rifﬁng on the meaning of life.
There’s an old joke - um... two elderly women are at a
Catskill mountain resort, and one of ‘em says, “Boy, the food
at this place is really terrible.” The other one says, “Yeah, I
know; and such small portions.”
For recent law grads, un(der)employed and drowning in
a lifetime’s worth of debt, the joke’s not so funny. There are
few jobs and fewer still good ones.
Like the recent graduating classes that preceded it,
nationally the Law Class of 2012 endured another miserable
hiring year, barely better than the historically low employment
fate suffered by the Class of 2011. The good news is that the
employment outcomes suffered by the 2011 Class appear to
represent the bottom of the legal hiring trough. According
to the National Association of Law Placement (NALP), in
absolute numbers there were more jobs for the 2012 Class
than for the 2011 Class. The bad news, and it is mostly bad,
is that owing to its historically large size, the employment
rate in full time, permanent, JD required (FTPJD) jobs for
the 2012 Class barely increased over the miserable FTPJD
job rate suffered by the Class of 2011.
The brass ring seems ever more elusive, even for those law
graduates fortunate enough to ﬁnd FTPJD work. Not only
is work hard to ﬁnd for new law graduates, but the work
they ﬁnd is often unsatisfying. A survey of 65,000 employees
conducted by Careerbliss, an online career information
clearinghouse that has compiled massive amounts of career
and industry data, showed that the unhappiest profession of
all was that of associate attorney in a law ﬁrm.1 Of course job
satisfaction contains two elements, the ﬁrst one of which is
having a job; preferably a full time, permanent, JD required
one. And on that score the news for 2012’s law grads has
not been good either, with little relief in sight. No one – not
even the most sales hungry law school dean – is predicting a
signiﬁcant turnaround in legal hiring.
Closer to home, as we’ll see below, Ohio’s law schools
produced 1,463 graduates in 2012. Almost 11% were
totally unemployed, with no job of any kind at all as of
the ABA reporting date, February 15, 2013, nine months
after graduation. Barely more than half of Ohio’s 2012
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law graduates were able to ﬁnd the kind of FTPJD job they
entered law school to ﬁnd. Because it is now abundantly
clear that Ohio, with nine law schools including ﬁve state
funded law schools, has more law schools than it needs our
state once again underperformed the national averages in the
key categories of unemployment and employment in FTPJD
jobs.

Nationally, A Dim Hiring Future
Employment projections for the future hold little reason
for optimism. No matter which source you consult, the
projections are the same: anemic hiring with no change in
sight. According to NALP, “For the fourth year in a row,
law ﬁrms continued to exercise limited entry-level hiring.
The legal sector saw a very small net gain in overall jobs
in 2012, and overall lawyer headcount remains far off of
pre-recession highs.”2 Further, according to NALP, “Rather
than exhibiting the slow and steady recovery that might be
hoped for, however, some ﬁrms seemed to put the brakes on
in 2012, and both the median and average number of offers
made to 2Ls (members of the Class of 2014) for summer
associate positions in 2013...”3
NALP’s analysis was borne out by a survey by The National
Law Journal of hiring at the nation’s 350 largest law ﬁrms
(the NLJ 350). According to The National Law Journal:
Law ﬁrms got bigger in 2012, but just barely. This year’s
NLJ 350, The National Law Journal’s annual survey of the
nation’s biggest law ﬁrms by number of lawyers, shows that
ﬁrms grew by just 1.1 percent during 2012, a retrenchment
from 1.7 percent growth in 2011. A full 140 ﬁrms on this list
shrank in size - 40 percent of the group.
Particularly telling were the low numbers of associates
hired...the results reﬂect the apparent once-and-forever
demise of the business strategy of boosting revenues by

deploying armies of associates. The 350 ﬁrms on this year’s
list added a scant 622 associates – a particularly troubling
ﬁgure given that U.S. law schools continue to pump out
45,000 graduates each year.4
Moreover, it isn’t just low ranked schools that are having
trouble placing their graduates. While in the hierarchyobsessed world of legal hiring the top 25 schools in the US
News rankings do better than many lower ranked schools,
even schools in the top 25 aren’t doing very well. Nationally,
27.7% of graduates from top 25 schools were underemployed,
meaning that they were either in short-term, part time, or
non-professional jobs nine months after graduation. But
once you get out of the top 15 ranked law schools, the
percentage of underemployed for 8 of the 10 schools ranked
16 through 25 is around 20%; nothing to brag about. Only
31 schools nationally had an underemployment rate under
15% and just 66 – less than a third of all law schools had an
underemployment rate below 20%.5
Legal industry analysts joined the dim-hiring chorus.
A report issued in 2013 by legal industry consultants
Hildebrandt Consulting, LLC made clear what has now
becoming obvious to those practicing law in the new postrecession normal.
“For the legal industry, the results in 2012, another
turbulent year, were largely a repeat of trends that emerged
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over the prior three years. In fact, we think it is time to let
go of any lingering notion that the industry will revert to the
boom years before the Great Recession anytime soon. With
proﬁt growth and other ﬁnancial indices reaching lower set
points in the past four years, we anticipate that the current
state of the industry will remain the norm for the foreseeable
future.6”
After years of sluggish hiring, it’s becoming clear that
sluggish legal hiring isn’t sluggish at all. It’s the new normal.
Hildebrandt, after reviewing legal industry performance from
2004 through 2012, concluded that the legal boom years of
the 2000s before the Great Recession were an aberrant blip.
The post-recession new normal is what we can likely expect
going forward. Sluggish.
Back in the world, in a sign that can’t be good for new
graduates either, employment insecurity wasn’t limited to
recent grads, even for those who have arrived at the promised
land of law ﬁrm partnership. A survey of 120 law ﬁrms by
Wells Fargo Private Bank’s Legal Specialty Group published
in January 2013 found that about 15 percent of the ﬁrms
were planning on partner cuts in the ﬁrst quarter of 2013.7
Although the layoffs and hiring freezes we saw in 2009 and
2010 have stopped, now several years after the ofﬁcial end of
the Great Recession, the legal employment trend line remains
noticeably stagnant. A February 2013 report entitled 2013:
Report on the State of the Legal Market by the Georgetown
Law Center for the Study of the Legal Profession had this to
say:
“Following eight straight quarters of negative demand
growth as reﬂected in declining billable hours, the U.S. legal
market turned back into positive territory in Q4 2010 but has
been unable to sustain steady and positive growth in demand
for legal services...the present rate remains well below that in
the pre-2008 period, when annual demand growth averaged
3.9 percent.8”
The report goes on to say that “when measured in terms
of billable hours per month per lawyer, productivity has
been essentially ﬂat for the past three years.”9 Further, the
proportion of new jobs in law ﬁrms of 250 or more lawyers
fell 33 percent in two years, along with a 35% decline in
median starting salaries at big ﬁrms since 2009.10
And in the face of this bleak industry outlook, and the
overwhelming evidence of the high law school debt and
miserable job prospects experienced by new graduates, we
come to what is truly the most depressing statistic of all. A
survey conducted by Lawyers.Com published in May 2013
found that “64% of parents hope their children will grow up
to pursue legal careers.”11 That remarkable statistic proves
a few things: (1) P.T. Barnum was right; (2) many parents
won’t let facts get in the way of a good career myth; and (3)
law schools can be assured of a continuing, albeit reduced,
source of tuition fodder even as the legal employment market
declines or remains static.
Ohio’s Unemployed 2012 Law Graduates
Data reported by Ohio’s law schools to the ABA in
February 2013 (the ABA employment data reporting date
for the Class of 2012) show that as Ohio slowly recovers
from the recession, Ohio’s law graduates continue to suffer
higher unemployment than the general population. By way
of comparison, the unemployment rate for the general
population in Ohio in February 2013 was 7.1%.12 The
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national unemployment rate for 2012 law graduates was
10.6%.13 The unemployment rate for Ohio’s 2012 law
graduates was 10.9%, with 7 of Ohio’s nine law schools
having unemployment rates that were higher than the
national law school average. In addition seven of Ohio’s nine
law schools had unemployment rates that exceeded 11.2%
– more than 4 points higher than the unemployment rate for
the general Ohio population. At the high end of Ohio’s 2012
Class, Dayton’s unemployment rate was 14.4%. At the low
end, Ohio State’s unemployment rate was 4.1%.
Ohio’s Employed 2012 Law Graduates
The chart above reﬂects employment outcome data
for the 2012 Class reported by Ohio’s law schools to the
American Bar Association as of February 15, 2013, the
mandated reporting date nine months after the Class of
2012 graduated.14 I have simpliﬁed the chart this year to
concentrate on FTPJD work; the type of work sought by the
overwhelming portion of law graduates. And of the FTPJD
work obtained, by wide margins the largest employment
category is private law practice (as opposed to business,
government, or public interest, for example). Historically,
private practice job placement has exceeded 50% of the
jobs obtained, with the next largest employment category,
business employment, approximately one third of the private
practice employment.15
FTPJD Employment
The data show that 51.7% of Ohio’s Class of 2012 (756
of 1,463) had obtained FTPJD employment nine months
after graduation. This was 4.5 points below the national
average of 56.2% for FTPJD employment. Seven of Ohio’s
nine law schools fell below the national average for FTPJD
employment. The lowest FTPJD rate was 46.8% at Akron,
with the highest of 59.5% at Ohio State.
Private Practice - The Largest Segment
In its desire to obtain FTPJD private practice employment,
the Class of 2012 was no different than its predecessors. Of
the 756 law graduates who obtained FTPJD employment,
67% (504 of the 756 who found FTPJD work) were employed
in private law practice.
Solo Practice
Of the 504 employed in FTPJD private law practice,
approximately 12% were employed in solo practice. The
national direct-to-solo percentage rate is 2.3%.16 Eight of
Ohio’s nine law schools exceeded the national direct-to-solo
rate. Ohio’s direct-to-solo rate, at more than four times the
national average, is bad news and masks weakness in the
employment market. Indeed, while solo practice counts in
the data as FTPJD employment, in reality it typically reﬂects
that the student who went direct-to-solo practice was unable
to ﬁnd other work and chose solo practice as a last, or close
to last, resort. Thus, while Ohio’s FTPJD rate is 51.7%, the
extremely high direct-to-solo rate indicates that, in reality,
the true FTPJD rate in Ohio is less than that. Of those in
FTPJD private practice, Toledo was at the high end with a
whopping 22.4% in solo practice. Cincinnati was at the low
end with 2.0% in solo practice.
Small Practice
As in prior years, the overwhelming number of 2012
graduates in FTPJD private practice found employment in

small ﬁrm settings, which I deﬁne as ﬁrms of solo through
25 attorneys. Of the 503 graduates who went into FTPJD
private practice, 68.1% (343/503) went to small ﬁrm
practice. At 80.9%, Capital had the highest small practice
rate. At 44.3%, Ohio state had the smallest small practice
rate.
Mega Practice
At the other end of the practice scale is “mega practice,”
which I deﬁne as ﬁrms of 501 or more attorneys. Overall,
5.2% of the 2012 graduates in FTPJD private practice,
found work in mega practice. At the high end, 13.7% of
Case Western’s students in FTPJD private practice were in
mega practice. At the low, none of Cincinnati’s students in
FTPJD private practice found work in mega practice.
Low Grow O-HI-O
Legal employment doesn’t look to be getting much better
in Ohio anytime soon. Projections from Ohio’s Bureau of
Labor Management Information (BLMI), the labor statistical
arm of the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services,
make clear that Ohio attorney hiring will follow the sluggish
national hiring trend into the foreseeable future. Since 2004,
the legal services sector (attorneys and others) in Ohio has
lost 5,000 individuals, declining steadily from a high of
39,202 in 2004 to 34,404 in 2011 (latest data available).17
The most recent BLMI projections show that for the tenyear period from 2010 through 2020, on average there are
projected to be 541 lawyer job openings per year, consisting
of 382 replacement jobs (retirements and death) and 159 new
job openings each year. Simply put, Ohio’s projected growth
shows that the State doesn’t need two thirds of the lawyers it
is producing. This means that even if Ohio’s nine law schools
cut their graduate output by 50% to 731 students per year
– a scenario that will never happen voluntarily – they will
still be producing over 150 more graduates each year than
the number of projected attorney job openings in Ohio
through 2020.18 Conﬁrming the glut of attorneys in Ohio, an
independent analysis appearing in June 2013 in The Atlantic
found that as of 2011 Ohio had the 15th worst oversupply
of lawyers of any state in the country.19
Remarkably, in the face of the existing and future projected
glut of Ohio lawyers, when basic market economics would
indicate that some Ohio law schools should be closing,
at least two of Ohio’s public law schools continue to give
serious consideration to constructing new (and presumably
expanded) law school buildings.20 Clearly, no law dean will
voluntarily close the institution that writes his/her paycheck
and no state politician is willing to expend political capital
to engage in the death match that would ensue in trying to
close one or more state law schools. But to contemplate
expansion? For all of its bravado talk about making “difﬁcult
cuts” and “bold moves” and “privatizing services” to reduce
the budget, the State of Ohio continues to waste millions
of public dollars each year by funding the largest number
of state supported law schools of any state in the nation;
thus proving that when it comes to the expenditure of the
taxpayer’s money, politics trumps logic.
Debt, Debt, and More Debt
Overlaying the dreary employment data is the ever present
problem of law student debt. The aggregate law school
debt for the loan-laden graduates of Ohio’s 2012 Law Class

exceeded $125 million dollars. Eighty-seven and a half
percent (87.5%) of Ohio’s 2012 Class graduated with at
least one law school loan, carrying an average debt of slightly
less than $100,000. The data show that at eight of Ohio’s
nine law schools, graduates of the 2012 Class experienced
increases in debt over the 2011 Class. For at least the second
year in a row, Capital Law School was the graduate debt
leader in Ohio. Its 197 Class of 2012 graduates carried both
the highest average individual law school debt at $120,471
(per student with at least one loan) and the highest aggregate
debt per law school graduating class at more than 22 million
dollars.21 Akron’s 139 Class of 2012 graduates carried the
lowest average individual law school debt at $66,283 (per
student with at least one loan) and the lowest aggregate law
school debt per graduating class at slightly in excess of $8.2
million dollars.22
The graduates of ﬁve of Ohio’s nine law schools graduated
with double digit percentage increases in debt over that
incurred by the 2011 Class. At the high end, Case Western’s
2012 Class graduated with average debt that was a full 20.1%
higher than Case’s 2011 Class, with Cincinnati’s 2012 Class
a close second experiencing a 19.9% increase in average
debt over its 2011 Class. Since 2010, Cincinnati’s graduates
experienced an increase in average debt at graduation of
a whopping 43.9%. At the other end, Akron’s 2012 Class
experienced a 2.5% decrease in debt over Akron’s 2011
Class.
This is Your Future
So for those readers (or the children of those readers)
who may still be contemplating applying to law school this
fall, let’s look at what your employment future will most
probably look like when you graduate. More than 40% of
you, and probably closer to half of you, nine months after
graduation will be unable to ﬁnd the kind of FTPJD job that
you came to law school to ﬁnd. Whatever your employment
outcome, when you graduate three or more years from now
you’ll have law school loans that, on average, will likely be
well in excess of $100,000. If you’re fortunate enough to ﬁnd
FTPJD employment, the overwhelming odds are that it will
not be in “mega practice” but rather in a small law ﬁrm with
a small ﬁrm salary that will likely leave you struggling to pay
your loans. For the almost 90% of you who will have loans,
it’s a certainty that your loan payoff will take many years.
Your employment prospects over those years, on the other
hand, will be much less certain.
If you’re thinking about law school and you like that
picture, then have at it. However, if you don’t like that picture
– but you’re living in the employment fantasy land that the
un(der)employed recent law graduates were living in when
they applied to law school and thought they could beat the
odds – it’s time to think again about going to law school. It
will be expensive. Your odds of ﬁnding a high paying job out
of school to service your debt will be slim. Even if you ﬁnd a
BigLaw job, your odds of making equity partner or ﬁnding
fulﬁllment in that work are remote. Yes, I know you’re special,
but all of the long term un(der)employed were special, too,
when they applied to law school. They were all going to
beat the odds. But now, sitting at home un(der)employed,
depressed, and scared they don’t feel so special as the bills
mount, the loans come due, and when the phone rings it’s
not Ashton BigLaw III, managing partner, inviting them to
join the ﬁrm but Louie the 1st, debt collector, inviting them
to pay their bills.
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Let’s Go “Big Casino”
Now that casinos have come to Ohio many of us have seen
ﬁrsthand that, in the big picture, the House always wins. And
the House’s odds now, and into the foreseeable future, are
that if you’re entering law school you’ll be un(der)employed
and drowning in debt when you graduate. But, hey, it’s your
(borrowed) money. Feel free to roll the dice. And as the
House says to every soon-to-be loser who walks through its
doors, “Good luck.”

jmdolin@sbcglobal.net
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